
Lesson

I{ame: Brooke Korchinski
Subject-: Math
Lesson Length: 60 minutes
Date: October ZLs1'zOLs
Grade: eight

Materials:
-math link text book (pg 80-87)
-square blocks or tiles
-graphing paper
-pencils
-whiteboard
-whiteboard marker

Content/T opic / Big Question:
Plthagorean relationship

Instructional Strategies:

tearning Outcomes: Indicators:

Learning Tasks:
How do you find a square or square root ofa number
Cro ss - Curricular Comp etencies and/o r Multipl e Intelligences:

Prere quisite Learning:
Prime numbers, area, mulriplication.

Presentation

Set/Introduction (1 5 minutes)
1. Review topics

-area
7.. Split class in four groups

-two groups working on
question 1 [what other ways
can the area be
represented?J
-two groups working on
question 2 (how can you
rearrange the tiles to make a
square? \Mhat happens to the

Adaptive
Dimensions

2. Make
sure
that
Paxon
isina
group.

3. If the
group is
having
trouble
have one

Classroom Management

1,. Students sitting
quietly at desks

2. 3 groups ofS, L
of4

-Hand out
manipulatives and
sheet (group 1- and
3l
-Hand out graph
paper and sheet
(group 2 and 4)
3. Tell them toarea erson



3. Switch after 6 minutes
4, Bring class back together

Development (40 minutes)
1. Have class discuss what they

found when playingwith the
picture and tiles

2. Ask question (how could we
use a square to show the
area? What does it look like
using numbers?)

3. "what do we notice about
the numbers that we use?"
"what other numbers that
are the same can we
multiple together?"

4. How else can we write these
numbers? Does this give us
the same answer?

5. What is this called?
6. What is the opposite of

squaring a number?
7. Can we take a number and

find out if two identical
numbers were multiplied
together to get the answer?

8. Start example on the board,
,;,9,,{36, r[2, 

^{t++9. Do the first example explain
all steps
-rvrite number on the board
-what are the multiples of 9?
-prime factorization (refer to
notes page 1)

10. Have students explain what
to do for the next 3 examples
-note that you cannot do y'3,

it is there to show the
students that not every
number can be squared

11. Explain to the students what
a square root is

12. Explain a perfect square
13. Ask students the following

-what is a squared number

4.

switch at 6
minutes
Students
resume to
desks, with
papers
(circulate
throughout the
activity)
-have a student
bring up
manipulatives
Hands up to
answer (write
conclusions on
the board,
encourage
students to
write things
downJ
Class needs to
be quiet when
others are
talking.
Build off
students ideas,
Write all
examples and
steps on the
board
Use what the
sludents say,
even if it is
w'rong so they
understand
where they are
confused.

read the
activity
out loud,
have
Paxon
repeat it
back to
me, or
have
another
person
put the
question
into
different
words.

1.

3.

4,

-what is the souare root of a



number
-what is a perfect number

14. Students start assignment in
Math Link textbook #1-5, 7,
9 , LL, 15, t7 , and math link

15.If students finish those they
can do 18,23,24

Closure (10 minutes)
1. What problems are they

slrugglingwith?

14. Circulate the room,
help students that are
confused.

1. keep track of where
the students are
struggling for
review the next
day.

Resources:
Math links I teacher's resource [97-108J
Math links 8 student textbook f80-87)

Assessment:
Informal assessment, are the students engaged? Are they asking questions, are they
answering questions? Are they able to complete the assignment?

Extra Notes:

Post-Conference Comments:



ffisitml Development PIan

ffisfural TargeG Classroom Management

Se1ls Oretiere Targst
L Fdbwplan
L Speakslowly
3. Askquestions

Instmcdons for the Obsen er:
1. Did the lesson plan work? What areas do I need to improve on? What areas

did I do well at? ,
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Using the 36 tiles in front of you, how many
different ways, can the tiles be arranged?
Write down the different dimensions that can
be created, ex) ZxLB.

Using the 36 tiles in front of you, how many
different ways, can the tiles be arranged?
Write down the different dimensions that can
be created, ex) Zxl9.



How many different ways can the number
64be drawn in a collective group. Use the
graph paper provided,

How many different ways can the number
64be drawn in a collective group. Use the
graph paper provided.


